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"auto_import" : False "wrap_content" : "Auto" "weight" : 0
"spinner_style" : "textfield" } } A: You are doing several things
wrong: you are attempting to do a conditional layout in Java -

this is not possible unless you are using XML programming, not
Java. The reason for this is that Java cannot know what the
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layout is on the basis of a single layout XML file. You will have
to write a lot of code to try to accomplish this task. you are

using ids that are not in your layout. You have ids layout_main,
ids_actionbar, layout_main, ids_actionbar, and ids_main. You

only need to use one layout_main, or one ids_actionbar, or one
layout_main, and one ids_actionbar. The reason you are

receiving this exception is because Android is giving you the
wrong error message. These are the only ids that exist. you

are using an incorrect combination of layout_height and
layout_weight. A layout_weight of 0 means the layout will not

get any layout_weight (your weight of 0 is causing this). In
most cases, it is better to just set the height of the view
manually, or do a 'weightSum' to sum all your children's

weights. But if you want to continue with the
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